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Executive Summary

'The Department of Defense's Mi'Ol1Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) is a-' Purpose
multibillion dollar research program to determine the feasibility of
establishing a defense system against nuclear ballistic missiles by the
early 1990s. A key element of the system is battle management/com-
mand, control, and communications (BM/C3) which includes the systems
that tie weapons, sensors, and computers together. BM/C3 is controversial
because of its complexity, and it could be a critical limiting factor to the
entire SDI system design.

The Chairman, Subcommittee on Defense, House Committee on Appro-
priations, asked GAO to assess the SDI Organization's (SDIO) management
of the Systems Analysis and Battle Management (SABM) program ele-
ment, particularly as it related to the BM/C3 component.

Background sDIo was chartered to implement the SDI program with an emphasis on
centralized management and decentralized execution. SDI research is
being done in five major areas-SABM which includes BM/C3; Surveil-
lance, Acquisition, Tracking, and Kill Assessment; Directed Energy
Weapons; Kinetic Energy Weapons; and Survivability, Lethality, and
Key Technologies.

One goal of SABM research is to explore those technologies that will
enable the SDI system to have adequate and reliable computer processing
capabilities and communications. This particular part of the SDI program
is frequently criticized as being unattainable. Another goal is concerned
with developing an overall blueprint for the system (system architec-
ture), and a means for coordinating and directing the components and
functions of the system (battle management architecture).

Results in Brief SDio needs to improve its ability to provide timely and effective manage-
ment direction and oversight of the SABM program. It has experienced
several problems that result from inefficiencies in contracting, inade-
quate oversight relative to existing work directives, and limited progress
in integrating system and battle management architectures. The prob-
lems, if not corrected, could reduce SDIO's ability to provide needed infor-
mation for an informed systems development decision planned for the
early 1990s.

SDIO also needs to implement a formal internal management control pro-
gram. The absence of such a program has resulted in poor program doc-
umentation and limited dissemination of program information. It also
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Executive Summary

prevents managers from having reasonable assurance that SDIO pro-
grams will be adequately protected against fraud, waste, or mismanage-
ment, and are operating in accordance with the law.

Principal Findings

Research Contracting Some research efforts within the SABM program resulted in inefficiencies
Inefficiencies because contracts were terminated before the intended work was com-

pleted. Although SDIO officials attributed these inefficiencies to a rapidly
changing program and funding shortages, executing agency officials
pointed to SDIO'S inadequate direction and planning.

Inadequate Oversight of There was inadequate oversight relative to SDIO'S work package direc-

Work Directives tives in the SABM program. About 47 percent of the total dollar value of
the planned research during most of fiscal year 1986 was not covered by
approved directives. In addition, work was performed and items were
acquired that were outside the scope of applicable directives. Also, the
overall funding profile of one major directive was inconsistent with the
detailed funding plans and milestones.

Limited Progress in Although outside experts strongly recommended integrating the system
Integrating Architectures and battle management architectures, SDIO made little progress in accom-

plishing it for nearly 2 years. Architecture development was modified
and extended several times during 1985 and 1986 to allow for expanded
and more detailed analysis of architecture issues. Greater emphasis was
given to this effort in April 1987.

Lack of Formal Internal SDIO's internal controls, as required by the Federal Managers' Financial

Management Control Integrity Act, were deficient, and SDIO had not developed a formal inter-
Program nal management control program. As a result, poor documentation and

limited dissemination of program information hampered management

oversight and external program reviews and caused possible duplication
of effort and confusion within the SARM organization.

Recommendations GAO recommends that the Secretary of Defense require the Director, s)sIO

to place increased management attention on providing direction and
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Executive Summary

oversight to the executing agencies associated with the SABM program.
This should minimize inefficiencies and increase the usefulness of work
package directives as the primary management document.

GAO also recommends that the Secretary of Defense (1) ensure that SDIO
implements an internal management control program and (2) report
SDIO's material management control weaknesses and describe the plans
and schedule for correcting the weaknesses, in accordance with the Fed-
eral Managers' Financial Integrity Act.

Agency Comments While DOD agreed with GAO's recommendations, it expressed concern
about some aspects of GAO'S findings. These concerns are recognized and
discussed in GAO'S report.

'5S
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In a March 1983 speech, the President called for a comprehensive scien-
tific research effort to render nuclear weapons impotent and obsolete.
Following the speech, a defensive technology study team, known as the
Fletcher Panel, was established to define a long-term research and
development program aimed at eliminating the ballistic missile threat. In
January 1984, the Secretary of Defense established a research program
based on the Fletcher Study and called it the Strategic Defense Initiative
(SDI).

The SDI Program The Fletcher Panel concluded in its report' that

• powerful new technologies are becoming available that justify a major
technology development effort offering future technical options to
implement a defensive strategy;

%. • focused development of technologies will require strong central
'4.. management;

. system component survivability is critical and requires a combination of
technologies and tactics that remain to be worked out; and

0 significant demonstrations of developing technologies for critical ballis-
tic missile defense functions can be performed over the next 10 years
that will provide visible evidence of progress in developing the technical
capabilities required of an effective in-depth defense system.

Following the Panel's report, the Secretary of Defense established the
SDI Organization (SDIO) as a separate Department of Defense (DOD)

agency reporting directly to the Secretary. Its mission is

-to manage and direct the conduct of a vigorous research program, including
advanced technologies, that will provide the basis for an informed decision regard-

* ing the feasibility of eliminating the threat posed by nuclear ballistic missiles of all
ranges, and of increasing the contribution of defensive systems to U.S and allied
security."

The research involves five major program elements-Systems Analysis
and Battle Management (sABM); Surveillance, Acquisition, Tracking, and
Kill Assessment; Directed Energy Weapons; Kinetic Energy Weapons;
and Survivability, Lethality, and Key Technologies. Research is carried
out by various laboratories, the military services, the Department of
Energy, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, the Defense
Nuclear Agency, the National Security Agency, the National Aeronautics

Himinating the Threat I)o-ed by Nuclear Ballistic Misihes. tames (" Fletcher. Study Chairman, lhto
he-r 1983.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

and Space Administration (all called executing agencies), and thousands
of contractors.

Six major elements of SDI are now in the concept demonstration/ valida-
tion phase of the acquisition process. This phase is expected to provide
the basis for an informed decision on whether to proceed into the next

phase-full-scale development-in the early !990s. The Congress
appropriated $1.4 billion for research in fiscal year 1985, $2.8 billion in
fiscal year 1986, and $3.5 billion in fiscal year 1987. Much of the
planned work is a continuation and acceleration of research that Don

Nwas already performing. Of the total $25.5 billion which SDio estimated
it needed to complete the research, DOD expected to spend from $15 bil-
lion to $18 billion in the same or similar areas even if the SDI program
had not been initiated.

Battle Management/ There is considerable controversy surrounding SDI's feasibility, andB l Mmuch of it is focused on the battle management/command, control, and
Command, Control, communications (BM/C3) component of the SABM program. A BM/C3 system

and Communications: will need to control the diverse elements of the entire SDI system by ana-
The Paramount lyzing sensor data and focusing the actions of weapons and sensors in a

relatively short time to destroy a barrage of incoming ballistic missiles.

Problem To accomplish this (1) communication links must be established to trans-
mit data, (2) computer networks must be designed to process volumi-
nous amounts of data, and (3) algorithms2 and software have to be
developed. Although some scientists and engineers believe that the
needed technology for this purpose will be available in the near future,
others believe that the software required is unattainable and that such a
system cannot be trusted because it can never be adequately tested. The
Fletcher Panel concluded that while it is likely that processor technol-
ogy will advance to the level needed to manage the system, a considera-
ble amount of work has to be done in software engineering.

BM c3 could be the critical limiting factor to the rest of the system
design. In fact, experts have informed SDO that the entire system must
be designed with mi c3 system limitations in mind. A panel of experts

/from industry, government, and academia commissioned by Silo-The
Eastport Study Group-concluded in December 1985 that

the anticipated complexity ft t H battle managen;ent software and the neces-
sit v t test. Slimlllate, nmodify. and * ,jive the system make battle management and

o "m1 pritoni r r s for so'ing probhlm.,
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Chapter I
Introduction

commnand, cointrol and (cirnrfhnicat loll(B It A . 1* i rtiI 1,14-i d .r
prob lem.

Objective, Scope, and The Chairman, Subcommittee oil Defense, lHouse ('orunutl (in.\;ilr~k
priations asked us to assess si i's management (if the p.F'\1(r gralli elf.

Methodology ment, particularly as it related to the wPM (3: (ofil lnelt We ,ecfiall\
examined (1) s1)10's approach to providing direct ion arid exercisinig i %e
sight of the SAI(M program and (2) the adequacy of sIiiis Internal manl-
agement controls (imcs). Our review was performed at sli I n
Washington, D.C.; the Air Force Sy .stems Command's Space D~vixt pit.
Electronic Systems D~ivision, and Rome Air D~evelopment (Center (tc-\i N i
the Army's Strategic Defense Command; and the Navy's Office of Nav~al

* Research.

We interviewed management officials, scientists, andI engineers who are
involved in the program; acquired and analyzed data on existing and
planned research; and reviewed financial records, contract files, and
progress reports. Our approach included reviewing ( 1) the directions
received by the executing agencies from snip regarding research priori-
ties. (2) the effect on the research of funding uncertainties and shifting
priorities, and (3) how well both current and future efforts have been
planned to reach a full-scale development decision by the early 1990s.

Our review was performed from April 1986 through April 1987 in accor-
dance with generally accepted government auditing standards.
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SABM Program Needs Better Management
DiWe'tion and Oversight

1!1 i,, ", ri it hart.r o .April 1984. the Secretary of Defense assigned
"t,, il 'i']J , mantagenment re'sponsibility to the Director. sDIo and
#,IIIta+i/.e(I t I lriciphes of centralized management and decentralized

II't ,,t hecurrent i,[ I )ire,'tive 5141.5 for sDI( requires the Direc-
I,. ,r I, to exercist management oversight of all SDI programs and
r,,,4 ItI[- (It hwii [i Ie spitethese assigned responsibilities, there has
hein ritadequate management direction and oversight of the SA13MI pro-
g1mi, w, hich tcould reduce Sl)hiPs ability to provide needed information for
arm it,,rmed .ystems development decision planned for the early 1990s.

The p.nM tIr',gram includes research to develop architectures for an SDI
sTem and toP ident ifv and design required hardware and software tech-

I11 ologies to (omlunicate and process sensor and weapons data among
satellites and ground stations. Approximately $605 million had been
allocated to the sA\M program element for fiscal years 1985 through
1987 Alt hough funding uncertainties have been a problem, there have
also been several problems relative to the research program which
resulted from ( 1 ) inefficiencies in research contracting, (2) inadequate
o versight of work package directives (WPDs)-the primary management
document, and (3) limited progress in linking systems and BMc3
arch it ecti i res.

Some Research Somne research efforts within the SABM program resulted in inefficiencies
because contracts were terminated before the intended work was com-

Contracting Resulted pleted. siro officials attributed these inefficiencies to a rapidly changing

,:.: in Inefficiencies program and funding shortages. while some executing agency officials
To1(d us that the inefficiencies were due to sm~o's inadequate direction
and planning.

- \V"he noted the following instances of inefficiencies:

During August of fiscal years 1985 and 1986, snro urged the procure-
ment offices at several research activities to accelerate awarding of con-
tracts or have their funds withdrawn. The activities advertised their
needs, evaluated propoisals, and negotiated contracts, but SDIO withdrew
the funds before procurement actions were completed because of inter-
nal nanagement decisions that changed program direction. As a result.
I I sep arate procurement actions were aborted. In addition, two con-
tracts at l_\I x were canceled just 1; days after being signed. In comment-
tng (m a draft of this report. I)) stated that SuIO was forced to reduce or
ltutiiat' sonic 4,f t ie lower priority 1nt (';t technology development

"I'K I I (iAo NSAID- 26 Strategic Dfen.4, Initiatie Prmtgram
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Chapter 2
SABM Program Needs Better Management
Direction and Oversight

efforts primarily because of internai funding withdrawals from the SABM
program to meet critical funding needs elsewhere.
Twenty-two contracts related primarily to artificial intelligence, soft-
ware engineering, and processor development were terminated at RADC
in September 1986, even though SDIO had decided in April 1986 not to
pursue that particular research. SDIO made this decision in response to
the Eastport Study, but did not promptly instruct RADC to terminate the
contracts. Thus, the research continued for an additional 5 months. SDIO
then withdrew funding. Our review showed that SDIO's actions resulted
in about $5 million being spent on 15 of these contracts that were valued
at about $11.6 million. In commenting on our draft report, DOD stated
that SDIO's approach permitted an orderly termination of the contracts
and in most of these cases, a report of the work done or a useful product
was received, therefore SDIO'S actions were not inefficient or
irresponsible.
In fiscal year 1985, contractors working on RADc'S effort to simulate bat-
tle management algorithms were instructed to first develop computer
software and then choose the computer hardware they considered best
for running simulations. After four $250,000 contracts were completed
and RADc was preparing to select the contractor to proceed into the sim-
ulation phase, SDIO decided to provide the hardware for the simulations.
However, the hardware specified was not compatible with any of the
contractors' software. Because of this, and insufficient funds for fiscal
year 1987, the entire effort was canceled after spending $1 million. DOD

stated, in commenting on our draft report, that RADc now has plans to
use the hardware in a redirected processor evaluation task.

Some government purchasing agents and contractors told us that
because of such actions, members of the defense industry were becom-

- ing disillusioned with the SDI program. In September 1986, RADC sent a
message to the Air Force Systems Command stating:

"By prematurely limiting our technological options, we have greatly increased the
risk in each of RADC's WPDs which in the long term will seriously jepordize [sicl the
overall chances of success for the SDI program. The most ominous consequence of
these actions, and of paramount concern to RADC, is that we have broken faith with
the government/industry team by wasting their time and talent on false starts and
terminated contracts."

Educational institutions have also been affected. After making commit-
ments to graduate students, granting sabbaticals to faculty, and hiring
researchers and administrative staff, institutions found that they were
unable to support these individuals. Officials from two universities told
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Chapter 2
SABM Progrm Needs Better Manadvm-ent
Direction and Oversight

us that based on their experience with the SDI program, their administra-
tions were seriously reconsidering university policies regarding the per-
formance of defense research.

Various executing agency officials informed us that the principal reason
for these problems was inadequate direction and planning from SM. For
example, an Air Force official responsible for two major research areas
within the SABM program element said that the program lacked focus
and that top-down direction is needed to better identify critical technol-
ogies and architectures. The official stated that the Air Force was hav-
ing trouble proceeding in some of the program areas without such
direction. In a Navy organization, a senior research official stated that
there was little SDIO guidance on how to spend funds. The official
emphasized the need to better focus BM/C3 research and concentrate on
specific problems that must be solved to support a systems development
decision in the early 1990s.

Some researchers, in looking for more direction, were unable to deter-
mine how their work fit in with the work being done at other locations,
or how it would meet SDIO's needs. SDio acknowledged this problem in a
BM/C3 working group meeting in October 1986 and pointed out that
definitive answers were not available, but must be found quickly. In
addition, a research official at the Air Force Systems Command's Space
Division said that the lack of a plan is particularly frustrating. The offi-
cial said that sDIO does not have a means for determining when it is time
to move into the full-scale development phase.

Inadequate Oversight SDIO uses wpDs as its primary management document to provide guid-
ance to the executing agencies. weDs represent technical agreements thatof W'PDs are intended to identify the research objectives, define technical evalua-
tion measures, and specify the funding required and available.

We noted several examples of inadequate management oversight rela-
tive to wtpu)s within the sABMi program. For instance, much of the pro-
gram's fiscal year 1986 work was not covered by approved wi,'r. All
wmos should be approved by the beginning of each fiscal year (October)
to provide the necessary guidance to executing agencie.s However, by
.June 1986 (9 months after the beginning of the fiscal year). 1( of the
total :32 wmis in the ,sA.M program had not ben approved, although
draft wvrs did exist in some cses This repr(esented about 47 percent
($105.7 million out of the $227 million) of the total dollar value of the
planned SAM re.,arch. The unapproved work included major remar'h
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Chapter 2
SABM Program Needs Better Management
Direction and Oversight

efforts associated with BM/C3 technology, the National Test Bed, and
affordability issues. In commenting on our draft report, DOD stated that
late enactment of the fiscal year 1986 budget and the extensive staff
work required to gain final approval of the WPDs led to this situation. It
believed, however, that through other less formal management methods,
SDIO was able to carry out the agreed efforts with the services to ensure
that the work was responsive to program needs. In our view, SDIO'S lim-
ited discipline in approving the desired research and establishing mile-
stones and funding information for which the executing agencies could
be held accountable seemed inconsistent with its emphasis on WPDS as
the primary management document.

Other examples of inadequate WPD oversight involved the performance
of work and acquisition of items that were outside the scope of the
applicable WPD. For instance, research associated with architectures was
being done under WPD B413 even though that WPD did not authorize any
architecture research. In commenting on this example, DOD'S opinion was
that the work was justifiable because the products from other architec-
ture efforts did not contain the necessary detail to support battle man-
agement efforts. Although the work may have been necessary, there
was inadequate assurance that the work was meeting the needs of the
SDI program because it was not coordinated with the Air Force task man-
ager responsible for such research.

In another instance, SDIO transferred $1 million from WPD B411 to WPD
B413, and then to the Air Force Institute of Technology at Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base

"to support research in multiprocessor computer architectures; concurrent battle

management algorithms;and HW/SW (hardware/software) approaches to fault tol-
erant multiprocessors."

The stated purpose of this transfer appeared appropriate relative to the
purpose of wpD B413. However, upon discussing the fund transfer with
RAx, and Institute officials, we learned that the money was actually
used to purchase computers for the Institute with the hope of recruiting
promising graduates into the sri program. Little research was per-
formed, and the $1 million went to purchase a main processor plus 13
Zenith microcomputers-the standard Air Force personal computer. It is
questionable whether these purchases were consistent with the intent of
the WPD. Io)D commented that two research thesis documents, which
were consistent with the scope of the WPD, were received.

Page 14 GAO/NSIADI1-626 Strategic Defense Initiative



Chapter 2
SABM Program Needs Better Management
Direction and Oversight

Although SDIO officials acknowledged that they had problems with sev-
eral WPDs in fiscal year 1986, they stated that changes were made in
fiscal year 1987 by refining and automating the WPD process to assure
more timely WPD approvals and to make the information easier to use.
SDIO now requires research activities to follow a WPD format that (1)
states the goals of the research, (2) shows how the efforts depend on the
results of related projects, (3) assesses the relative risk of the specific
efforts, and (4) provides certain information about the contracts.

In an attempt to verify that such WPD changes led to improvements, we
examined WPD B413 for fiscal year 1987 and found that the overall
funding profile was inconsistent with the detailed funding plans and
milestones. This indicates that management oversight problems still
exist. When the Air Force Systems Command presented this WPD to SDIO
for approval, funding for the planned work from fiscal years 1987
through 1992 was estimated at $278.8 million. Although SDiO approved
the overall WPD in December 1986, it reduced the total out-year funding
estimates (fiscal year 1988 through 1992) by 30 percent without chang-
ing the funding profiles and major milestones associated with the 12
individual subtasks. Air Force System Command officials stated that the
approved WpD could not be executed as written. This is because con-
tracts are awarded for work that requires more than one year to com-
plete, and a reduction in out-year funding affects the original
milestones. In effect, the Air Force lacked adequate guidance on the rel-
ative importance of the subtasks, and delays in the schedule of events
are practically guaranteed.

SDIO officials told us that their planning and oversight efforts were ham-
pered by staffing shortages. This point was also made by a member of
the SDi Advisory Committee in a testimony before the House Committee
on Armed Services in July 1987. The panel member stated that SDIO has
much too small a staff to create and manage an integrated program,
thus threatening central direction, coherence, and leadership. Overall,
however, DOD did not agree that there were significant inadequacies of
management oversight of wPDs in fiscal year 1986, or that such inade-
quacies still exist.
Pc
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Chapter 2
SABM Program Needs Better Management
Direction and Oversight

Limited Progress in Although integration of SDI architectures was strongly recommended by
outside experts, SDIO made little progress in accomplishing it for nearly 2

Integrating Separate years. In April 1987, however, greater emphasis was given to this effort.

Architecture Efforts
SDI's system architecture' is to describe the components of the overall
system that are needed to detect, identify, discriminate, intercept, and
destroy ballistic missiles in flight. The BM/c3 architecture is to describe
the means (hardware, software, and human role) for coordinating and
directing the components and functions of the overall SDI system. It is
necessary to integrate these two types of architectures to ensure effec-
tive operations of a future ballistic missile defense system.

The need to properly link the design of the battle management system to
that of the total ballistic missile defense system was emphasized as
early as 1983 in the Fletcher Study. This study concluded that:

"The battle management system will, through its software, define and control the

functioning of the entire defense and, thereby, define its effectiveness and establish
performance requirements for weapons and sensors... The battle management sys-
tem and its software must be designed as an integral part of the BMD [ballistic mis-

sile defensel system as a whole, not as an applique."

However, separate system and BM/C3 architectures evolved. These
efforts were modified and extended several times during 1985 and 1986
to allow for expanded and more detailed analysis of architecture issues.
Figure 2.1 outlines the history and status of SDIO's architecture efforts
through April 1987.

The phase 1 system architecture contracts were awarded by SDIO in
December 1984 to 10 different contractor teams-each team receiving
$1 million for a 6-month period. These studies were completed in the
summer of 1985. In December 1985, the Eastport Study Group criticized
the phase 1 systems architecture contractors for not adequately consid-
ering the BM/C3 area. The Group reported that despite the advice of the
1983 Fletcher Study, the contractors had developed their architectures
around sensors and weapons, and essentially treated BM/C3 as a part of
the system that could be easily and hastily added. The Group agreed
with the Fletcher study by concluding that

"the 'applique approach' of designing the system first and then writing the software

to control it is the wrong approach for SDI. System architecture and battle manage-
ment must be developed together."

1 Now referred to as strategic architecture.
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Chapter 2
SABM Program Needs Better Management
Direction and Oversight

Figure 2.1: System and BM/C3
Architecture Efforts SSE MC
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Chapter 2
SABM Program Needs Better Management
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So) agreed with the assessment and expressed a need for better integra-
tion of these efforts.

Refinement of the system architecture work began with phase 2, shortly
after phase 1 was completed, by competitively selecting five contractors
among the original 10 teams. Each phase 2 team was provided about
$5 million to continue their efforts. These five contracts were subse-
quently amended to add work (referred to as phase 2B) at an additional
cost of about $11 million. Phase 3, called System Architecture Require-
ments and Specification, was intended to be a comprehensive contractor
effort to provide a more detailed definition of system, technical
survivability, and other requirements. It was scheduled to begin in early
fiscal year 1987, but was postponed indefinitely by sDio partly because
of the need to better ensure system and iIM,:i architecture integration.
As a result, the five phase 2 contracts were amended a second time to
extend through January 1988 (referred to as phase 2C) at an additional
cost of about $43 million.

Meanwhile, the Air Force Electronic Systems Division and the Army
Strategic Defense Command (executing agencies for soo) awarded con-
tracts for BM!'c architecture studies. The Air Force started its phase 1
contracts in July 1985 and completed them in January 1986 using six
contractors at a cost of about $4.8 million. It then began phase 2 by com-
petitively selecting three contractors among the original six, for a total
projected cost of $7.5 million. This effort was completed in January
1987. Phase 3 was delayed indefinitely because of SDIO's decision to
postpone the phase 3 systems architecture effort. The Army started its
phase 1 BM/C3 effort with four contractors in February 1986 at a cost of
about $32 million. However, the Army now has only one phase 1 con-
tractor at a cost of about $8 million. According to an Army representa-
tive, the Army may have to rework its on-going BM 'C3 effort, and the
scope of the remaining work is uncertain due to sio's postponement of
phase 3 systems architecture effort and unavailability of funds.

In May 1986, the Air Force and the Army expressed concern to srl() rep-
* resentatives about the lack of progress in linking the system and M ('i

efforts. Both were concerned that the effect of the iM (':i architecture on
weapons and sensors had not been sufficiently defined. They identified
corrective actions that were needed.

In October 1986, an sio official stated that the system architecture and
battle management architecture contractors had yet to make the serious
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tradeoffs needed between iM (:i and other system (onlphIonents. rhe offi-
cial further stated that tiM (':i architecture workshops that were intended
to "chwse the hl)p" on this problem were ineffective and that integrating
the efforts of the system and ElM (: architecture contractors may require
some radical reorganization. Discussions among sil ) officials centered
on the need for an integrated system architecture to ensure that H.M .'1
study results are adequately considered. These officials pointed out that
no plan existed to do this and that no common guidelines and assump-
tions existed for the five systems contractors, the three Air Force tiM (',i
contractors, and the Army lIM (.1 contractor.

When the phase 2C system architecture work was initiated in April
1987, one intended purpose of the work was to fully integrate the iMi (3
function into the system architecture work. The extent to which this
will be successful remains to be seen when the work is completed-now
scheduled for the second quarter of fiscal year 1988.

[K)t) agreed that progress in integrating the architecture efforts was
slow. However, it pointed out that the difficulty of the architecture
effort and the need to fully explore the BM/C3 trade-offs vis-a-vis sensors
and weapons was recognized from the outset.
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Chapter 3

Internal Management Control Program Needed
for SDIO

SDIO'S internal controls, - required by the Federal Managers' Financial
Integrity Act (FMFIA) of 1982, were deficient, and SDIO had not developed
a formal iMc program as required by DOD Directive 5010.38. As a result,
poor documentation and limited dissemination of program information
(1) hampered management oversight and external program reviews and
(2) caused possible duplication of effort and confusion within the SABM
program organization. In addition, DOD did not mention the lack of an
SDIO imc program in its fiscal year 1984, 1985, or 1986 FMFIA reports to
the President and the Congress.

The FMFIA (31 U.S.C. 3512) requires that agencies establish and periodi-
cally evaluate their internal accounting and administrative controls, and
report annually on the status of such controls. Internal controls encom-
pass an organization's plans, policies, procedures, and records that man-
agement uses to direct and guide its operations. Agencies need an
effective iMc program to facilitate program execution; enhance manage-
ment oversight; support external review; and protect against fraud,
waste, and mismanagement.

The Office of Management and Budget Circular A-123 revised on Au-
gust 4, 1986, requires the establishment and maintenance of a cost-
effective internal control system. The circular states that the system
should provide reasonable assurance that government resources are pro-
tected against fraud, waste, mismanagement, or misappropriation and
that programs are effectively and eff ciently managed to achieve agency
goals.

DOD Directive 5010.38, which implements FMFA and Circular A-123,
requires that each DOD component establish a comprehensive iMc system
and cites general and specific control standards that should be applied.
These standards (1) define the minimum level of quality acceptable for
internal control systems in operation, (2) constitute the criteria against
which systems are to be evaluated, and (3) apply to all operations and
administrative functions. One of the specific standards deals with docu-
mentation which is defined in the directive as including:

"written policies, organization charts, procedural write-ups, manuals, memoranda,
flow charts, decision tables, completed questionnaires, software, evidence of super-
vision, and any other related written materials used to describe the IMC methods
and measures and to communicate responsibilities and authorities for operating
such methods and measures."
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Inadequate Program We found that little documentation existed to record significant events
in SDIO'S SABM area. The documentation that was present was not readilyDocumentation available in the quality and quantity needed to monitor and analyze the
operations. SDIO'S guidance to the executing agencies and to contractors
was often verbal and ad hoc, and written administrative and manage-
ment procedures are nearly nonexistent.

Table 3.1 illustrates specific SDMO deficiencies relative to documentation
requirements in each of the broad areas stipulated in the standards.

Table 3.1: SDIO Documentation
Deficiencies SDIO Implementation

Documentation Standard Status
Documentation (milestone charts, flow charts, written Documentation does not exist
policies, and decision papers) must be purposeful useful to in most cases
managers in controlling program operations
Documentation (organization charts, procedural write-ups. Documentation does not exist
manuals, directives, and instructions) must be purposeful in most cases
and useful to auditors and others involved in analyzing
operations
Written evidence of significant events Not done in many cases
Documentation to facilitate tracing transactions Generally not available

Generally, we found that there were not written instructions to guide
-N .SDIO operations in the SABM area. There were no written policy and

administrative directives or procedures other than the wPDs and a few
viewgraphs. SDIO officials informed us that they plan to establish an
internal policy and procedures system which will include an organiza-
tion manual, a financial management procedures manual, WPD program
instructions, military construction program instructions, internal control
program instructions, and audit and contracting policies and procedures.
SDIO prepared its first official organization chart nearly 2-1/2 years after
it was established, and this chart is limited to identifying offices at the
highest organizational levels. A more detailed functional breakdown of
the organization was not available.

Insufficient written guidance has led to confusion between SDIO and its
executing agencies and contractors. For example, in July 1986, we
reported' that SDiO did not have specific written policies regarding the
use of its research funds for operational support. Also, concerning SDIO
controls over construction projects, the report stated:

'Strateg!ic Defense Initiative rogram Controls Needed Over (onstnction and Operational Supxort
Funds (GAO/NSIAD-86-145, July 24, 1986)
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"There seemed to be uncertainty and confusion within the Army and the Air Force

organizations regarding the process to be followed in submitting project documents
for review by higher authorities and the services' and SDIO's responsibilities in noti-
fying the Congress of the projects."

More recently, officials in a Navy executing organization told us that,
although they are members of several working groups, they did not
know what other executing organizations were doing in similar areas.
They also stated that many times they were notified too late to attend

-management and guidance meetings.

Air Force Electronic Systems Division representatives told us that they
informally coordinate with other SDI executing agencies and participate

*in working group meetings that are intended to keep similar research
effort teams informed of other SDI BM/C3 work. It was through a working
group meeting that the Electronic Systems Division learned that the
Naval Research Laboratory was performing algorithm research similar

to the work being done at the Air Force RADC and, to some extent, the
Air Force Space Division. Records of working group meetings, however,
were sparse, resulting in limited information relative to decisions made
at these meetings.

SDIO officials acknowledged that they are behind in developing an iMc
program because of the newness of the organization and its rapid
growth. The responsibility for the management functions of program
definition, evaluation, and control rests with the SDIO Director. The
Director recognized the importance of establishing a formal iMc program
and sent a memorandum to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comp-
troller) in August 1986 pledging to devote top-level management sup-
port to this matter. As of October 20, 1986, the SDIO Comptroller was
officially assigned the responsibility to coordinate the process of for-
mally establishing written SDIO policy and procedures. Currently, how-

ever, only one person working part time is assigned the responsibility of
developing an IMC program, including documentation standards and
internal procedures and instructions.

DOD's Annual FMFIA F~I requires that the head of each agency report annually, to the Pres-
ident and the Congress, on the agency's status regarding internal

Reports Did Not accounting and administrative control systems. The agency head must

Mention SDIO's Lack report any material weaknesses in the controls and describe the plans
of an Program1 and schedule for correcting the weaknesses. Through 1986, the Office ofof an MC rga

the Secretary of Defense was responsible under DOD Directive 5010.38
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for establishing and maintaining an iM" program for si)O. However, si lo
is now responsible for its own IM" program.

DOD'S FMFIA reports to the President and the Congress for fiscal years
1984, 1985, and 1986 failed to mention that soio did not have an iMc
program. The lack of adequate documentation and the inattention to IM"
standards are material weaknesses that would likely have been found
by DOD and identified in DOD'S EMFIA report if an iMZ" program had been in
effect. We believe the inadequacy of weds as a means of program man-
agement (described in ch. 2) are also examples of such weaknesses. The
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) now intends to require a
complete IMc report from SDiO by November 15, 1987, for consideration
in preparing DOD'S fiscal year 1987 FMFIA report. We were told by Office
of the Secretary of Defense representatives that because SDiO was small
when it started out, little attention was paid to the development of an
IMC program. We believe that adequate controls are particularly essen-
tial in new organizations to reduce the risks of mismanagement, espe-
cially for programs as large and diverse as the soio effort. The Office of
Management and Budget Circular A- 123 requires the establishment and
maintenance of internal controls for both existing and new programs
and administrative activities.

DOD Comments and Our DOD agreed that its FMFIA reports for fiscal years 1984, 1985, and 1986

Evaluation did not mention SDIO'S lack of an iMC program. However, DUo did not
agree that the specific findings-inadequate documentation, inadequate
WPD oversight, and inattention to iMc standards-should have been iden-
tified in the FMFIA reports because it had no evidence of the findings
before our report. We agree that unknown weakness could not have
been reported and we have clarified the report accordingly.
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Conclusions, Recommendations, and
Agency Comments

SConclusions SDIo needs to improve its ability to provide timely and effective manage-
C l oment direction and oversight of the SABM program and to implement a

formal iMC program. Such efforts could help correct poor program docu-
mentation and limited dissemination of program information.

Specifically, SDiO has experienced several problems relative to the SABM

research program. There were some research contracting inefficiencies
because contracts were terminated due to changing priorities. In addi-
tion, there was limited discipline in overseeing WPDS-SDIO'S primary
management document. Also, SDIO made limited progress in integrating
system and battle management architectures, even though integration
was strongly recommended by outside experts for some time. SDiO acted
in April 1987, however, to ensure greater architecture integration.

DOD did not ensure that an iMc program was established for SDIO that met
the requirements of FMFIA, the Office of Management and Budget Circu-
lar A-123, and DOD Directive 5010.38. The SDI effort is large and com-
plex, and developing an iMc program that addresses all aspects of SDIO'S

management system is a time-consuming process. However, without
such a program, SDIO and other managers cannot have reasonable assur-
ance that SDIO programs are adequately protected against fraud, waste,
or mismanagement, and are operating in accordance with the law. DOD's

FMFiA report to the President and the Congress for fiscal years 1984,
1985, and 1986 should have mentioned that SDIO did not have an IMc

program.

Recommendations We recommend that the Secretary of Defense require the Director, SDIO

to place increased management attention on providing direction and
oversight to the executing agencies associated with the SABM program.
This should minimize inefficiencies and increase the usefulness of wpDS
as the primary management document.

We also recommend that the Secretary of Defense (1) en-urtc that SDIO

implements an imc program and (2) report s' 's material i'ic weak-
. nesses and describe the plans and schedule "correcting the weak-

nesses, in accordance with FMFIA.

Agency Comments In its oral comments on our draft report, DOD stated that it concurred
with our recommendations. According to DOD, significant actions were
initiated by the SDiO Director as a result of the SDI milestone I briefing to
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I he Defense Acquti 1ion Bo3 ard T() )r( v ide i ncreasedl management
)versiglit ar1id Increased integrat iont ( I Ihe ,i)i pro gram, a rem Iganizat i( )

(fif tI) i was effectivye on September 18,. 1 987. 1n addit ion). i has
changed Ithe content o)f the wi' i~is for fiscal 'year 1 988 and beyond to align
with the wI rk breakdown st ructuire thbat is being devel ipcd for the stit
program1. ix)[) stated that this wa-s a majo)r step In evolving the develop-
ment of \VI'l1s to ensure cminsistencyv across the pro~graml.

According to ixri., sn~i is fully aware of the need to establish IMl(s anid is
in the process of' develo)ping an I%1c program to provide policies and pro-
cedures throughout the organization. Several act ions were being taken
to include assigning responsibilit ies, providing perso nnel training, com-
pleting and reviewing risk assessment reports, scheduling an inspection
by the DOD Inspector General, anid preparing the fiscal year 1987 annual
statement of assurance.
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